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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF
AURORA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

Queen of prophets

Through the ages, My Son has sent Me to the world to warn it and correct it about the imminent
danger.

Thus, through the ages and as at this moment, My Maternal Consciousness has chosen the new
prophets amongst all souls, who determinedly have announced the words and the message of the
Heavenly Mother.

At all the moments when humanity was in gravest danger, the Queen of prophets awakened
consciousnesses so they would render this greater service, which comes directly from the Holy
Spirit, the Divine Spirit that fosters all celestial revelations for this Universe.

Thus, the Queen of prophets appeared in different moments of the history of humanity to awaken
the lineage of the prophets in simple and selfless consciousnesses, which means a service of
surrender to the rule of higher Laws that guide the consciousness that is summoned to this end.

The Queen of prophets has the mission of demonstrating, through the prophets, that Her message is
universal, divine, and timeless; that it is able to serve all souls in their instruction, transformation,
and change.

 The message of the Queen of prophets in all ages always tries to guide, warn, correct, and raise
awareness in all of humanity, in a nation, or in an individual.

 The prophets have the task of subordinating themselves to spiritual principles that are not under
their control, and cannot be manipulated by any consciousness. The gift of the prophet is based on
their spirit of humility, on inner work with detachment, and mainly, in each day loving more the
mission that the Queen of prophets has chose them for to accomplish with this humanity.

For the Divine Universe, there are temporal prophets and timeless prophets. It is something that
leads directly to the Holy Will of the Spiritual Universe through the Seven Gifts of the Holy Spirit.

 The temporal prophet is awakened for this mission by Deity itself; that is to say, by the Eternal
Father through the Firstborn Son and the Mother of God, who have the highest authority to offer
consciousness to a soul on this great and selfless service.

Therefore, the temporal prophet can serve as an instrument for a time in order that a specific
purpose be accomplished, a specific spiritual end, which is guided by the Mother of the World.
When this purpose is achieved on the surface of the planet, the temporal prophet or messenger of
the Heavenly Hierarchy stops receiving the instructions or messages from Heaven in a natural way.

 The timeless prophet is that consciousness which came originally to fulfill a divine purpose
throughout their life; it is something that cannot be under human manipulation or control, because it
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is the very Spirit of the Feminine Consciousness that guides this kind of spiritual mission.

Timeless prophets do not consciously know the moment when their task of service will end; only
the Universal Father knows the moment, which is when His Will determines it.

 The prophets of the Queen of Heaven do not arise or awaken - either individually or collectively -
for this mission, because it is the very need of assistance in humanity that causes the Celestial
Hierarchy to choose and call any consciousness for this purpose.

The seed of humility and of acceptance of the Purpose are the primary foundations for the
development of prophets, because their task in this field is not of their ownership, nor beneficial to
them. The lineage of the prophets is focused on the fulfillment of Divine Will, which presents itself
at each new stage.

The Queen of prophets is the ruler of these consciousnesses; Her impulses make the prophets of all
ages receive the impulse to selflessly give of themselves more each day, and to learn obedience.

The prophets of the Queen of Heaven have the most difficult task amongst all the known lineages,
such as those of the Governors, the Caretakers, the Guardians, and the Mirrors, because they must
present the Divine Word to the world, which is to say, the message that the prophets receive will
always mobilize and reverse the state of all situations.

For this reason, the instruction received by prophets at different times led the consciousness of
humanity to make a change in its attitude before it was too late.

The message received by different prophets contacted by the Most Holy Mother at different periods
has always shifted the position of the Church and all the consciousnesses that in many cases during
Marian apparitions, considered the message to be false.

Humanity does not value the message that is sent through prophets, nor the gift of fraternal service
that has been developed by other holy consciousnesses.

The human consciousness has always been in need of divine intercession and of mediators such as
the prophets, to be able to correct planetary life. The message that the prophets of the Queen of
Heaven receive causes these consciousnesses to shift their position, to transform, because the same
divine message that emanates from the Celestial Hierarchy has a voltage and an impulse of spiritual
energy that dismantles any structure, modifies and ennobles it when the consciousness is sincerely
open.

The prophets of the end times have the task of bringing the world closer to the powerful currents
that, through the intercession of the Divine Messengers, will come to modify the present direction
of the consciousness of humanity.

For this reason, both in the prophets and in the other lineages, the consciousnesses that are most
awake to selfless service to the plan and for humanity will be living receptacles of all the spiritual
impulses that will reach the planet to transform it.

The Mother and Queen of prophets carries out Her co-redemptive work in these times through
different prophets in the world, who faithfully show the fruits of the transformation of their lives
and of their paths as a service to humanity, in an act of absolute renunciation and of adherence to
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higher Laws which help the human being of the surface.

The Queen of prophets is the spiritual administrator of the redemption of the world, and She
announces Her message through instruments, to remind the world that the human consciousness can
and must fulfill the Greater Will in these times.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you and loves you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


